However, the work of Schinke 11 and Bowman, 12 using approximate cross section formulas has led to an incorrect classification of the types of rainbows which are possible. Using a stationary phase approxi~ mation to an already-approximate (IOS) quantum mechanical theory, they arrive at cross section formulas for the scattering of a structureless particle from a linear rigid rotor, which predict separate rainbow dj) singularities when the derivatives dY b and 88 ) are, respectively, db y zero. Here j is the final rotational angular momentum of the rotor, . . f bl' . 14 e g1ven 1n a uture pu 1cat1on.
Similarly, it is worthwhile to call attention to the growing number of names being used to describe these structures. The terms rotational rainbow, angular rotational rainbow, bulge singularity, and halo have all been used ·-ambiguously in some cases. The common feature is the structure in the cross section due to a singular Jacobian in the classical formula. To be completely unambiguous, one should specify in which distribution the structure is observed-angular, rotational, etc. -and, in cases where the identification can be made, classify the structure according to the final trajectory variable, derivatives with respect to which are responsible for the classical singularity: 6, j, etc. Many naming conventions are possible and differing personal preferences will undoubtedly lead to a continuing variety of names in the literature.
If the relevant distributions and classifications are clearly stated, there should be little chance of confusion, However, the term "halo" 10
